Treatment of Anabolic-Androgenic Steroid Dependence: Emerging Evidence and Its Implications


Abstract

Currently, few users of anabolic-androgenic steroids (AAS) seek substance-abuse treatment. But this picture may soon change substantially, because illicit AAS use did not become widespread until the 1980s, and consequently the older members of this AAS-using population—those who initiated AAS as youths in the 1980s—are only now reaching middle age. Members of this group, especially those who have developed AAS dependence, may therefore be entering the age of risk for cardiac and psychoneuroendocrine complications sufficient to motivate them for substance-abuse treatment. We suggest that this treatment should address at least three etiologic mechanisms by which AAS dependence might develop. First, individuals with body-image disorders such as "muscle dysmorphia" may become dependent on AAS for their anabolic effects; these body-image disorders may respond to psychological therapies or pharmacologic treatments. Second, AAS suppress the male hypothalamic-pituitary-gonadal axis via their androgenic effects, potentially causing hypogonadism during AAS withdrawal. Men experiencing prolonged dysphoric effects or frank major depression from hypogonadism may desire to resume AAS, thus contributing to AAS dependence. AAS-induced hypogonadism may require treatment with human chorionic gonadotropin or clomiphene to reactivate neuroendocrine function, and may necessitate antidepressant treatments in cases of depression inadequately responsive to endocrine therapies alone. Third, human and animal evidence indicates that AAS also possess hedonic effects, which likely promote dependence via mechanisms shared with classical addictive drugs, especially opioids. Indeed, the opioid antagonist naltrexone blocks AAS dependence in animals. By inference, pharmacological and psychosocial treatments for human opioid dependence might also benefit AAS-dependent individuals.
1. Introduction

The anabolic-androgenic steroids (AAS) are a family of hormones that includes the natural hormone testosterone, together with numerous synthetic testosterone analogues (Pope and Brower, 2009). When taken in supraphysiologic doses and combined with strenuous exercise and proper nutrition, AAS cause users to gain muscle mass and lose body fat, even beyond naturally attainable limits (Kouri et al., 1995). AAS have been used by competitive athletes since the 1950s (Wade, 1972), but it was not until about 1980 that AAS use began to spread from elite athletics to the general population (Kanayama et al., 2008). Over the last 30 years AAS use has grown into a widespread form of substance misuse. The United States National Household Survey (Substance Abuse and Mental Health Services Administration, 1994) found that nearly a million Americans had already used AAS by 1994 (the most recent year that AAS were covered by this survey), and more recent annual anonymous surveys by the Monitoring the Future Study (Johnston et al., 2009) have found that 1.3%-1.9% of American young adults reported lifetime AAS use. Thus in the United States alone, the lifetime prevalence of AAS use has likely now surpassed 2 million. Surveys from British Commonwealth countries (Baker et al., 2006; Handelsman and Gupta, 1997), Scandinavia (Nilsson et al., 2001), other European countries (Kokkevi et al., 2008), and Brazil (Galdouro et al., 2005) have produced comparable or greater prevalence estimates, adding millions more to the total number of AAS users worldwide. The great majority of these users are male; AAS use is uncommon in women, because women rarely aspire to become extremely muscular, and are also subject to undesirable masculinizing effects of AAS (Kanayama et al., 2007b). Therefore, the following discussion is focused primarily on men.

Accumulating evidence shows that AAS can cause a dependence syndrome, where individuals may use these drugs almost continuously for years, often despite adverse effects (Kanayama et al., in press). Eight field studies using DSM criteria (American Psychiatric Association, 1987, 1994; Kanayama et al., 2009b) have now collectively assessed the prevalence of AAS dependence among 653 AAS users (641 men, 12 women); of these, 197 (194 men, 3 women; 30.1% of the total group) were judged to show dependence (Kanayama et al., 2009a). Using this 30% estimate, it would follow that there may be millions of AAS-dependent individuals worldwide, potentially at risk for complications of long-term AAS exposure. To date, little has been written about treatment of such individuals, but rapidly accumulating findings from human and animal studies have now begun to suggest theoretical models for treating AAS dependence. In this review, we first discuss why this topic is timely and important. We then present three principal mechanisms that may contribute to AAS dependence, together with their treatment implications.

2. Will the patients come to treatment?

Currently, few AAS users seek substance-abuse treatment, and indeed many are skeptical of physicians' knowledge about AAS (Pope et al., 2004). AAS users often do not consider their drug use pathological, and may even perceive AAS as a positive aspect of a healthy and athletic lifestyle (Cohen et al., 2007; Collins, 2002). However, secular trends may soon change this pattern, because illicit AAS use first became widespread only in the 1980s. Therefore, the demographic leading edge of the illicit AAS-using population—the group who initiated AAS as youths in the early 1980s—is only now reaching middle age. These aging AAS users may thus be at increasing risk for AAS-associated medical (Hall and Hall, 2005; Hartgens and
Kuipers, 2004; Kanayama et al., 2008) and psychiatric effects (Hall et al., 2005; Pope and Brower, 2009), as well as other forms of substance abuse (Kanayama et al., 2009c). These other substance-abuse disorders may arise before or after the onset of AAS dependence itself, and may include opioid abuse and dependence (Kanayama et al., 2003a; McBride et al., 1996; Wines et al., 1999); abuse of other performance-enhancing drugs, such as human growth hormone, clenbuterol, and insulin (Hildebrandt et al., 2007; Holt and Sonksen, 2008; Nilsson et al., 2001); and sometimes multiple substance abuse, including alcohol (Skarberg et al., 2009).

Therefore, it will likely become increasingly important for clinicians to identify and reach out to individuals with these various problems who might be candidates for AAS-dependence treatment. AAS-related adverse effects may first bring individuals to the attention of general practitioners or other health professionals who see middle-aged men (Brower, 2009). Alternatively, such individuals might first be identified by cardiologists encountering AAS-induced cardiomyopathy (D’Andrea et al., 2007; Kasikcioglu et al., 2009; Krieg et al., 2007; Weiner et al., 2009) or possible atherosclerotic disease (Liu et al., 2003; Maravelias et al., 2005); endocrinologists encountering sexual dysfunction, infertility, or other consequences of AAS-induced hypogonadism (Swerdloff et al., 2002; Tan and Scally, 2009; Urhausen et al., 2003); nephrologists encountering renal injury associated with AAS use (Herlitz et al., 2009); mental health professionals encountering AAS-induced mood disorders (Brower et al., 1989; Malone and Dimeff, 1992; Malone et al., 1995; Pope and Katz, 2003); or addiction treatment practitioners encountering AAS use concomitant with other substance use disorders (Skarberg et al., 2009). In short, professionals in many disciplines should be sensitized to the possibility of AAS dependence and be prepared to pursue this issue with their patients.

3. Three possible mechanisms of AAS dependence

Growing evidence suggests that classical drugs of abuse cause addiction via common neural pathways (Kalivas and Volkow, 2005). Specifically, dopaminergic activity in the nucleus accumbens likely modulates the acute reward of drug intoxication, and these acute effects are followed by a more chronic process of cellular adaptation, characterized by diminished cognitive control and an increased drive in response to drug cues. This model, however, is based largely on studies of drugs with “hedonic” effects—drugs that deliver an immediate reward of intoxication when ingested. AAS, on the other hand, produce few immediate intoxicating effects (Kanayama et al., 2009b; Kanayama et al., in press), and thus probably induce dependence via a more complex process.

Specifically, we hypothesize that AAS dependence evolves in different individuals via any or all of three different mechanisms. As shown in Figure 1, two of these mechanisms involve the genomic effects of AAS, whereby these hormones bind to intranuclear androgen receptors, activating the production of messenger RNA transcripts that in turn encode a wide variety of structural, enzymatic, and receptor proteins (Li and Al-Azzawi, 2009). Among the actions of these proteins are anabolic (muscle-building) and androgenic (masculinizing) effects. The anabolic effects represent the principal motivation for most people to begin illicit AAS use (Kanayama et al., 2006; Kanayama et al., 2003b); once AAS use is underway, some users with pathological concerns about muscularity may continue AAS at increasing doses and for longer periods, thus contributing to AAS dependence, as discussed in section 4.

The androgenic effects of exogenous AAS may cause suppression of the hypothalamic-pituitary-gonadal (HPG) axis, sometimes leading to hypogonadism that persists long after AAS are discontinued. Hypogonadism combines with other neuroendocrine factors to create a well-characterized AAS withdrawal syndrome (Hochberg et al., 2003), mediated by a variety of cortical neurotransmitter systems (Kashkin and Kleber, 1989; Wood, 2008), and long
recognized as a potential factor in the development of AAS dependence (Kashkin and Kleber, 1989). Individuals prone to dysphoric withdrawal effects may repeatedly resume AAS to self-treat these effects—although this phenomenon remains understudied (Kanayama et al., 2009a; Tan and Scally, 2009). We discuss this mechanism in section 5.

Finally, as shown in Figure 1, AAS may also have direct rewarding or hedonic properties, mediated not so much by their genomic effects (although these may well contribute) but more directly by the effects of AAS and their metabolites on plasma membranes (Frye, 2007). Animal data suggest that this third hedonic mechanism of AAS dependence is biologically similar to the mechanism of addiction for classical intoxicating drugs described above, albeit developing on a slower time-course, and likely modulated by opioidergic mechanisms (Wood, 2008). We discuss this third mechanism in section 6.

4.0. The body-image mechanism

4.1. The evidence

Most people take AAS for their anabolic effects—to gain muscle and lose body fat (Pope and Brower, 2009). Although some individuals seek these effects purely for athletic purposes, many ingest AAS primarily to enhance body appearance (Kanayama et al., in press). Interestingly, AAS abuse is much more common in Western countries than in Asia, perhaps because Western cultures focus more on a muscular male body image (Cafri et al., 2005; Pope et al., 2000a; Pope et al., 2000b; Pope et al., 2001; Pope et al., 1999) then do Asian cultures (Gray et al., 2006; Yang et al., 2005).

AAS use may be particularly associated with disorders of body image, such as “muscle dysmorphia” (Cafri et al., 2005; Hildebrandt et al., 2006; Kanayama et al., 2006; Olivardia et al., 2000; Pope et al., 1997), sometimes also called “reverse anorexia nervosa” (Cole et al., 2003; Pope et al., 1993), wherein individuals perceive themselves as small and weak even though they are actually large and muscular. These body image concerns may be both a cause and a consequence of AAS use. On the one hand, concerns about body image are likely risk factors predisposing to initial AAS use (Blouin and Goldfield, 1995; Brower et al., 1994; Cafri et al., 2005; Dodge et al., 2008; Kanayama et al., 2006; Kanayama et al., in press; Kanayama et al., 2003b; Litt and Dodge, 2008)—but perhaps paradoxically, many users become even more preoccupied with their muscularity after starting AAS (Kanayama et al., 2006; Kanayama et al., in press). Thus, although there is as yet no longitudinal research, to our knowledge, on body image problems among long-term AAS users, it seems plausible that body image concerns may stimulate repeated and escalating AAS use in some individuals, possibly leading to dependence.

4.2. Treatment implications

Although we are not aware of specific treatment studies of muscle dysmorphia per se, many studies have addressed treatment of body dysmorphic disorder in general. In particular, cognitive-behavioral therapy has been shown effective in several studies (McKay, 1999; McKay et al., 1997; Rosen et al., 1995; Veale et al., 1996) and serotonergic antidepressants (for example, selective serotonin reuptake inhibitors and clomipramine) have been found efficacious in placebo-controlled (Hollander et al., 1999; Phillips et al., 2002; Phillips and Rasmussen, 2004) and open-label trials (Allen et al., 2008; Ipser et al., 2009; Phillips, 2006; Phillips and Najjar, 2003). Thus, serotonergic antidepressants might be helpful both for muscle dysmorphia in AAS users and for possible depressive symptoms associated with AAS withdrawal, as described in section 5 below.
5. The androgenic mechanism

5.1. The evidence

As noted above, AAS suppress the HPG axis, causing men to develop decreased production of testosterone and of spermatozoa (Reyes-Fuentes and Veldhuis, 1993; Swerdloff et al., 2002; Tan and Scally, 2009; Urhausen et al., 2003). Partially for this reason, illicit AAS users typically take the drugs in courses, known as “cycles,” lasting from a few weeks to a few months (Llewellyn, 2009; Pope and Brower, 2009; Pope and Katz, 1988). Upon stopping a cycle (particularly a long cycle), male AAS users will often become temporarily hypogonadal as a result of HPG suppression; during the ensuing drug-free interval, the HPG axis can recover, restoring normal testosterone production. Illicit users sometimes ingest human chorionic gonadotropin (HCG) or clomiphene at the end of a cycle to hasten the return of testosterone production, and underground guides for AAS users offer instructions about how to do this (Llewellyn, 2009).

Most AAS users will recover normal HPG function within a few weeks to months, even after prolonged cycles of highly supraphysiologic doses of AAS (Knuth et al., 1989). However, some users appear slow to recover HPG function and demonstrate prolonged hypogonadism, occasionally persisting more than a year after stopping AAS (Boyadjiev et al., 2000; Gazvani et al., 1997; Jarow and Lipshultz, 1990; Menon, 2003; Urhausen et al., 2003; van Breda et al., 2003). Hypogonadism may create a variety of adverse physiologic effects, including changes in body composition (loss of muscle and increased fat), loss of sexual drive and function, and fatigue (Almeida et al., 2004; Tan and Scally, 2009). A growing literature has also shown that AAS withdrawal may induce major depression (Brower, 2002; Malone et al., 1995; Pope and Katz, 2003). The predisposition to major depression may be idiosyncratic, as illustrated by a recent laboratory study of pharmacologically-induced hypogonadism in 31 healthy young men (Schmidt et al., 2004). Most of these men showed only modest subjective effects, such as decreased sexual interest, but three (10%) developed marked depressive symptoms, which were reversed by testosterone. By analogy, some illicit AAS users may show an idiosyncratic vulnerability to depression when hypogonadal during AAS withdrawal, and hence resume AAS to self-treat these symptoms.

5.2. Treatment implications

Like body image disorder, vulnerability to prolonged HPG suppression and associated depression may be both causes and consequences of AAS dependence. Regardless of the direction of causality, however, it seems important that clinicians know how to identify and promptly treat hypogonadal syndromes (Brower, 2009; Tan and Scally, 2009). Men may be reluctant to disclose both prior AAS use and current sexual impairment if not carefully and non-judgmentally asked (Brower, 2002), and they may be unaware that they are hypogonadal unless tested (Kanayama et al., 2007a). If hypogonadism is discovered, it may require evaluation and treatment by an endocrinologist, who might use HCG to accelerate testicular production of testosterone (Medras and Tworowska, 2001; Menon, 2003; Repcekova and Mikulaj, 1977; Turek et al., 1995), perhaps supplemented with clomiphene to stimulate pituitary function (Guay et al., 2003; Santen, 1981; Tan et al., 2009; Tan and Vasudevan, 2003; Winters et al., 1979; Winters and Troen, 1985). One group experienced in treating AAS-induced hypogonadism (Tan and Scally, 2009) has used HCG, clomiphene, and tamoxifen collectively for varying time courses to treat AAS-induced hypogonadism. Phosphodiesterase inhibitors such as sildenafil may help sexual function.

In patients exhibiting depressive symptoms that fail to respond promptly to restorative endocrine treatment, antidepressant treatment is likely indicated, and hospitalization may occasionally be required because of the risk of suicide (Brower et al., 1989; Papazisis et al.,...
2007; Petersson et al., 2006; Thiblin et al., 2000; Thiblin et al., 1999; Trenton and Currier, 2005). Data on treatment of AAS-associated depression are limited; one small case series reported success with fluoxetine in four cases (Malone and Dimeff, 1992), and another report described a patient hospitalized with AAS-induced depression who failed pharmacotherapy, but responded well to electroconvulsive therapy (Allnutt and Chaimowitz, 1994). Pending further studies, it seems reasonable to approach AAS-induced depression with the same pharmacological and psychosocial strategies as other endogenous depressions—but with careful attention to treating any hypogonadal component.

6. The hedonic mechanism

6.1. The evidence

Though not generally considered intoxicating drugs, AAS nevertheless may produce potentially reinforcing psychoactive effects such as increased self-confidence and aggressiveness (Pope et al., 2000c; Pope and Katz, 2003). These “hedonic” effects may vary across different AAS (Ballard and Wood, 2005), and may be modulated by synergistic effects of other drugs such as alcohol (Johansson et al., 2000; Lindqvist et al., 2002) and stimulants (Kurling et al., 2008). A hedonic mechanism of AAS dependence is supported by observations of the reinforcing effects of androgens in laboratory animals—since animals are presumably not motivated by body-image concerns or anticipation of hypogonadism. Specifically, conditioned place preference studies have shown that male mice (Arnedo et al., 2000; Arnedo et al., 2002) and rats (Alexander et al., 1994; de Beun et al., 1992) will prefer to spend time in a compartment or other environment where they have received subcutaneous injections of testosterone as opposed to compartments where they have received inert vehicle. Furthermore, male hamsters will self-administer oral solutions of testosterone (Johnson and Wood, 2001), and both male rats and male hamsters will self-administer testosterone intravenously (Wood et al., 2004). This reinforcement cannot be explained merely by peripheral actions of androgens on muscle fatigue and joint pain, because even intra-cerebral injections of testosterone can induce conditioned place preference (Packard et al., 1997) or persistent self-administration (Wood et al., 2004).

The mechanisms of these hedonic effects are reviewed in detail elsewhere (Wood, 2008). Briefly, chronic (but not acute) AAS administration appears to increase mesolimbic dopamine synthesis, thus likely causing reinforcement via the same mechanism as natural rewards (e.g., food, sex) and classical addictive drugs. Additionally AAS interact with brain opioid systems, possibly inducing positive and reinforcing mood states through chronic inhibition of the dynorphin/kappa opioid system in the nucleus accumbens. The link between AAS and opioidergic effects is further supported by observations that AAS and opioid dependence frequently co-occur in humans (Kanayama et al., 2009a), possibly because AAS trigger opioid-mediated or modulated neuropathways involved in positive reinforcement, thus sensitizing the brain to the positive and motivational effects of taking opioids.

6.2. Treatment implications

The evidence in section 6.1 suggests that pharmacological and psychosocial treatments effective for substance dependence in general and opioid dependence in particular might also benefit AAS dependence. Looking first at pharmacotherapies, there are three FDA-approved agents for treating opioid dependence: methadone, buprenorphine, and naltrexone. Methadone and buprenorphine are both experienced as positively reinforcing, and thus would seem unsuitable for dependent AAS users unless they have failed other treatments and are comorbidly dependent on opioids. Naltrexone, however, is not positively reinforcing, and it blocks the experience of opioid-mediated positive reinforcement in humans and also blocks testosterone self-administration in hamsters (Peters and Wood, 2005). Moreover, long-acting
intramuscular naltrexone has shown efficacy in treating human alcohol dependence, possibly via blocking the effects of endogenous opioids, whose release is enhanced by alcohol (Mannelli et al., 2007; O’Malley et al., 2007). By extension, naltrexone might benefit AAS dependence, since AAS are also non-opioid substances that likely enhance endogenous opioid activity. Should naltrexone be tried, however, it must be remembered that it will precipitate withdrawal in individuals currently taking opioids, and might conceivably precipitate opioid-like withdrawal symptoms in currently dependent AAS users—as suggested by one human case report (Tennant et al., 1988) and by animal observations (Peters and Wood, 2005). In such cases, withdrawal should be treated symptomatically with clonidine, non-narcotic analgesics, and agents for nausea or diarrhea as needed.

Although little has been written on psychosocial treatments for AAS dependence (Brower, 1989; Corcoran and Longo, 1992; Kilmer et al., 2005; Pope and Brower, 2008), it seems plausible that psychosocial treatments for drug dependence, many of which show effectiveness across different drugs (Carroll and Onken, 2005; Stitzer and Vandrey, 2008; Woody, 2003), might also be useful for AAS dependence—especially in the common situation where AAS dependence is comorbid with other substance-use disorders (Kanayama et al., 2009c; Skarberg et al., 2009). As with all substance abusers, AAS-dependent individuals may initially benefit from motivational therapies to address denial and minimization, thus encouraging commitment to treatment (Carroll et al., 2006; Miller and Rollnick, 2002). Additional psychological therapies, empirically validated for the case of opioid dependence, include contingency management, behavioral couples therapy or behavioral family counseling, and supportive-expressive therapy (American Psychiatric Association, 2007). Couples therapy may be particularly indicated, since women may suffer abuse from AAS-using male partners (Choi and Pope, 1994). Importantly, some of these treatments have also been specifically validated for use in conjunction with naltrexone (Carroll and Rounsaville, 2007).

Psychosocial treatment models must acknowledge that AAS users frequently show antisocial traits (Handelsman and Gupta, 1997; Kanayama et al., 2003b; Kindlundh et al., 2001) and more generally features of “cluster B” personality disorders (Perry et al., 2003; Porcerelli and Sandler, 1995; Yates et al., 1990). These traits likely precede AAS use, rather than being purely a consequence of it (Kanayama et al., 2009c), and they may be associated with cognitive deficits in impulsivity, risk-taking, and decision-making (Bickel and Marsch, 2001; de Wit, 2008; Dom et al., 2005; Reynolds, 2006; Verdejo-Garcia and Bechara, 2009; Verdejo-Garcia et al., 2008). These deficits, sometimes characterized as “myopia for the future” (Verdejo-Garcia and Bechara, 2009), may collectively mark an endophenotype (Gottesman and Gould, 2003) associated with an elevated risk of substance dependence (Verdejo-Garcia et al., 2008). Individuals with these attributes may perhaps be particularly vulnerable to the hedonic effects of substances in general, including AAS (Kanayama et al., 2009a). This vulnerability may be further exacerbated by AAS exposure, since androgens may increase sensitivity to reward and decrease sensitivity to punishment, as demonstrated in both animals (Bing et al., 1998; Boissy and Bouissou, 1994) and humans (Hermans et al., 2007; van Honk et al., 2004). However, such traits do not necessarily contraindicate psychotherapy or guarantee adverse treatment outcomes (Woody et al., 1985).

7. Goals of treatment

Summarizing the evidence of the above sections, and extrapolating from the literature on treating other forms of substance dependence, we would tentatively propose six goals for treatment of AAS dependence: 1) build motivation to initiate and maintain abstinence from AAS and all other addictive substances as well as nonmedical use of prescription medications; 2) assist initiation of abstinence by alleviating distressing withdrawal symptoms, which may require pharmacological intervention; and 3) address substance-induced and co-occurring...
medical and psychiatric disorders, including muscle dysmorphia and persistent suppression of the HPG axis. In addition, patients should be helped to 4) develop a social support system that favors recovery; 5) improve coping skills and self-efficacy for managing stress that may increase risk for relapse; and 6) balance exercise-related behaviors with alternative rewarding activities.

8. Conclusions

Unlike conventional drugs of abuse, AAS may induce dependence via at least three separate pathways—the anabolic, androgenic, and hedonic mechanisms. Human and animal studies in the last decade have greatly expanded our understanding of these three mechanisms, thus suggesting a theoretical model for approaching the treatment of AAS dependence. This model indicates that clinicians should be particularly sensitive to, and prepared to treat 1) underlying body image disorders such as muscle dysmorphia; 2) AAS-induced hypogonadism and possible consequent major depression; and 3) “hedonic” dependence on AAS, with possible comorbid dependence on classical drugs of abuse.

Several limitations of our analysis should be acknowledged. First, our recently proposed diagnostic criteria for AAS dependence (Kanayama et al., 2009b) have yet to be tested for reliability and validity. Thus, there may be many AAS users who do not meet these criteria, but nevertheless suffer from adverse effects of AAS, and hence be candidates for treatment. Second, few published studies have evaluated treatments for AAS dependence, and our discussion might thus seem premature. However, as suggested in section 2, the number of AAS users seeking treatment may be about to increase substantially, as the leading edge of the AAS-using population grows old enough to enter the age of risk for cardiac and psychoneuroendocrine complications. Therefore, it does not seem premature to start evaluating the treatment approaches suggested above. Third, it should be recognized that for each of our three proposed mechanisms of AAS dependence, the causal pathways are likely bidirectional, in that body image disorders, vulnerability to hypogonadal symptoms, and risk-taking/decision-making deficits may each predispose to AAS use, and then in turn be further exacerbated by AAS. However, the direction of causality is not critical to the immediate question of therapeutic intervention, since these attributes deserve treatment regardless of their place in the chain of causality. Future longitudinal studies will be needed to elucidate the nature of these hypothesized causal pathways and the efficacy of our suggested treatment modalities.
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Figure 1.
A proposed theoretical model showing three hypothesized mechanisms by which anabolic-androgenic steroid (AAS) dependence may develop. Note that hypothesized predisposing factors are not assumed to be exclusively premorbid traits; as discussed in the text, evidence suggests that the association between these factors and AAS dependence may well be bidirectional in each case, in that AAS use may further exacerbate a premorbid trait. For example, the “impulsive delay-discounting risk-taking endophenotype” likely predisposes to AAS use as well as to conduct disorder and other forms of substance abuse. However, evidence suggests that AAS exposure may exacerbate impulsive and risk-taking symptoms by further increasing sensitivity to reward and decreasing sensitivity for punishment. These hypothesized bidirectional mechanisms are not shown in the figure for reasons of clarity.